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by Transmission Electron Microscopy
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Abstract
We have used transmission electron microsmpy to Btudy the (100) dark line defects (DLD8) produced after pho-
tgdegradation of a znSSe-based/GaAs heterostructure. Our results show that the DLds are networks of elongated
disloca-tion loops or half loops that originat€ in the quantum well region during device operation. Our results also
show that a.fter photodegradation the Frank-type stacking faults become tanglei of dislocations while the Shockley-
type starking faults remain unchanged. we propose a mechanism for the degradation process .

Introduction
ZnSSe-based/GaAs heterostructures have become very important for the fabrication of blue-grem light €mitting
dildes (LEDs) and lasers. At first,.the devices would only last a few seconds, or minutes.fl, 2'] At present typical
d€vices last approximately 100 hrs (LEDs) and 90 minutes (laser diode).[3] The failure of the device takes place by
the generation of defects in the active region during operation. Two types of defects are commonly observed; the, eo-
called, dark line defects (DLDs) and the dark patchee. The DLDs are dark lines along the t100] ;d t010] directions.
The da.rJ< patches are triangular networks of dielocation loops. Both defects form to- p"+existittg defecls arrd start
as $nall daxk dots that grow and widen during device operation until the whole eurface of the emitting region is
da,rk and the dgvice Xails'[ , 5' 6] The dark patches have be€n identiffed to be dislocation networks develoled at the
QW regrgn a.nd originating from V-shaped sta.king faults.[6, ?] The DLDs form along traces left by mobile defects
ernitted ftom pre-existing defects.f4] In this work, we report a tiansmission electron microscopy (Tfivt) dtudy of the
DLDs produced d'ring photodegradation of a Zns,sel-r/cdoznl-rse qua,ntum weu (qq/insrser-iTzrrseTcaAs
heterostructure. we aleo propose a mechaniem for the gene.atiott if DLD8 in these materials.

b<perimental
The sarnples used in this study were grown by molecular bearn epitaxy (MBE) at 280. C and consisted of 0.16 prn
ZnSs.o55seo.ea5/-! nm Cd6.2Zns.sSe QW0.84 pm ZnS6.s55se0.saa/znsb/GaA; bufier layer/GaAs heterostructures.
The fflms were doped with Cl and had a net ca,rrier conc€ntration of Na-No - lxlOls/sns. The photodegradation
was carried out by illuminating regions of the samples of - 50pm in diameter along a straight [n; using itre 3ft.t
and 363.8 nm lines of an Argon ioncw laser.[4] The laser was focused on the fflm to p.oduL the luminescence by
photopumping the ZnSs.e56Se6.ea5 cladding layers and the Cd6.2Zn6.3Se QW above their band gap energies. For
TEM studi€s plan-view specimens were prepa,red from the photodegra.ded and non-degraded are'as of thJ sa,ruplesbr comparison. Th€ specimens were prepa,red using mechanical grinding and ion mil[r[ from the substrate side toobtfi perforation. A .IEOL 2000FX-U TEM was used to identi$, the defects induced b] photodegra.dation.

Results alrd Discussion
Figure 1 shows exarnples of TEM images ta&en from the degraded sa.rnples. Theoe figures show networkg of dislocation
tangles along the (100) directio.ns that we believe correspond to the DLDs. Since the images were tal€n tom difierent
ea'urples and at different times we do not know if the directions of the DLDs were [100] o; [010]. Therefore, we simply
ref€r to them as (100). The DLDs mnsist of etrtended dislocation loops. These lbope .r", itt ro-" cases, broad (eee
Fig. 1b). This result i8 in agreenent with the observation that during photodegradation, the OLO8 broaden.[4] ihe
dislocation networks extended over !/ery large dista,nces in the TEM eample. In rn*y au*r, tfieir length 

"*ceed"dthe thin areas of the TEM sarnple (- 5 pm). However, occasionally we were able to see the end of the DLDc. In
these regions we obsen'ed a seriee ofsmall dislocation loops (< 20 nm) (marked by a,rrows in Fig. la) along the (100)
direction and extending from the DLD8. Close to the DLDo the disiocation loops inaeased; size and overlapped
each other. We also observed contrast or traces characterisiic of lattice distortion along the line connecting the
dislocation loops (see Fig. 1a)' The traces can act aa nuclestion sites for the generation 

-of 
emall dielocation loops

during photodegradatrion. The series of loops in Fig. la) is also mnnected to a- small faulted defect labelled b that
lies over a large faulted defect labelled T. The faulted defect T originates at the CdrZnl-rSe/ZnS,Se1_s interface.
Defect b has irregu.lar-shape and i8 identified as a prismatic-type derect. tt is a comple*faldted deiect consisting of
a Fra,nk dislocation loop containing steps in the starking fault.

The image of a broa.dened DLD 
-is.slrown 

in Fig. 1b). In this ffgure many elongated dislocation half-loops
(ma,rked by arrowheads) are observed. Segments of the elongated dislocation hit-bops'appea to have grioea and
cross slipped along the (110) direction during the photodegradation process and become ''hair pin"Jike dislocation
halfJoops when_they reached the filrn _eurfa.ce. The loops are identified as glissile dislocation loops with Bugers
vector b : 1/2(I01)-twe lying on the {111}-type planes. Since only the screw segmente of the dislocation looDs are



allowed to cross slip, elongated dislocation loops or halfloops are produced when the DLDs broaden.
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Fig. 1 a) (220) bright field image of a photodegraded sample showing a DLD a,nd a faulted defect b blocked by a

stacking fault T. b) (220) plan view image of a DLD. Small and extended dialocation loops are marked by a,rrowhea.ds

in (a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 2 is a TEM plan-view image that was also obtained at the end of a trace. This flgure shows the remaining

of a Frank-type sta.king fault S that has aJmost completely collapsed a.nd become a dense tangle of dislocations

upon photodegradation. The remaining segments of the Frar* partial dislocatione axe marked F. Traces (ma,rked by

arrowleads) are observed in Fig 2 originating at the d€gaded starking fault. It is interesting to note, however, that
the density and structure of Shockley partials were essentially the sarne in the degraded and non-degraded samples.

This result indicates that for the photodegradation conditione studied the Shockley pa.rtials a,re more steble than the

Fra.nk pa,rtials. These results confirm that the Frank-type stacking faults a.re the main sources for the (100) DLDs.

A possible mecha,nism for the generation of DLDs bas€d on our TEM observation is as follows. Illumination with
light of mergr close to the ba"nd gap produces photoelectrons ftom the lalence band which may be trapped at the

dislocation levels resulting in an increas€ in the charge accumulated at the dislocations[8]. It has been reported that
a.n increase in flow stress under illumination is correlated with an increase in the dislocation charge for ZnSe and

CdSlg]. Thus, during electron-hole recombination from the QW charge may be absorbed and accumulated in the

faulti inducing local darnage to the stacking faults. The chaxge accumulation gives rise to local degradation and

instability in the region of the QW until a mobile defect is emitted from the Fra,n](-type fault. Upon further illu-
mination the degra.dation propagates towaxd the II-VI/GaAs interface and the film surface. The mobile defects axe

clusters of vacancies that form since II-VI compounds have a low stacking fault energ[10], and the supersaturation

of local clusters of vaca.ncies can be reduced by fault climb to form st€ps in difierent portions of a simple faulted

defect[11]. Thus, the small faulted defect b in Fig. 1a) is believed to be a mobile defect that traveled until it wag

blocked (or absorbed) by a pre-existing stacking tault (T).
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Ttre dissipation of the flow stress associated with the emission of the mobile defects may contribute to the resid-
ual strain contrast obsetrved along the path of the mobile defects. Along the path of the mobile defect very srnall
dielocation loope can nucleate and enpa,nd upon fruther light emission from the QW. More dislocation loops form
and expand by ooss slip and glide on the {111} planes upon further electron- hole recombination until a DLD is
formed. With continued light emission the density of DLDs and their lengths and widths increase uniil the area of
Iight emission is covered with these d€bcts.

ng. 2 (220) plan-view image of a degraded Frank-type stacking fault. The fault has become a dense network of
dislocations. Ttacee of f,be mobile deftcts a,re mar:ked by arrowheads.

Conclusions
Photodegradation gives riae to the collapse of Frank-type starking faults. The€e faults become dense networks of
dislocations and are sourceg of the mobile defects. The DLDg arc hair-pin-like dislocation loops or half loops that
form primarily along the (100) directions. The meda.nism for the photodegradation still needs to be inveetigated.
A possible mecha,nism is by the accumulation of charge on the Frank-type stacking faults that eventually causes the
ernission of a faulted defect. As the faulted defect moves through the lattic€ it produces distortions that facilitate the
formation of dislocation loops. Upon fi:rther light emission from the quantnm well the dislocation loops expand until
they become hair- pinJike dislocation loops or half loops. The loops continue to extend until they form a network
of dislocations along the (100) directions.
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